This paper 1) provides reasons why graphics should be effective aids to communicate risk; 2) reviews the use of visuals, especially graphical displays, to communicate risk; 3) discusses issues to consider when designing graphs to communicate risk; and 4) provides suggestions for future research. Key articles and materials were obtained from MEDLINE® and PsychInfo® databases, from reference article citations, and from discussion with experts in risk communication. Research has been devoted primarily to communicating risk magnitudes. Among the various graphical displays, the risk ladder appears to be a promising tool for communicating absolute and relative risks. Preliminary evidence suggests that people understand risk information presented in histograms and pie charts. Areas that need further attention include 1) applying theoretical models to the visual communication of risk, 2) testing which graphical displays can be applied best to different risk communication tasks (e.g., which graphs best convey absolute or relative risks), 3) communicating risk uncertainty, and 4) testing whether the lay public's perceptions and understanding of risk varies by graphical format and whether the addition of graphical displays improves comprehension substantially beyond numerical or narrative translations of risk and, if so, by how much. There is a need to ascertain the extent to which graphics and other visuals enhance the public's understanding of disease risk to facilitate decision-making and behavioral change processes. Nine suggestions are provided to help achieve these ends. [Monogr Natl Cancer Inst 1999;
Communicating risk to the public poses formidable challenges (1) (2) (3) (4) . Chief among them is helping the public understand risk, especially low-probability events (e.g., probabilities <.1). In most situations, risk is conveyed numerically (e.g., percentages or probabilities), and the literature is increasing on how different numerical expressions affect perceived risk (i.e., how people view risk) and decision-making processes [e.g., (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) ]. However, visual displays, such as graphs and pictures, can be used in lieu of numbers or as adjuncts to aid in the further understanding of numerical risks. Unfortunately, little is known about how visual displays of risk independently, or in combination with numerical or narrative translations, affect perceived risk, decision-making processes, and, ultimately, behavior. Understanding how visual displays of risk affect these processes will become increasingly important as communication aids, especially with the accumulating evidence that a significant proportion of people have difficulty grasping and using numerical risk [i.e., are innumerate (11) (12) (13) ].
This review has several objectives. First, we discuss how graphical displays can improve the communication of risk. We focus primarily on graphical displays because they are commonly used to transmit risk information. [Results pertaining to pictorials and other visual displays (e.g., posters or media) will be discussed when relevant.] Second, we discuss criteria to evaluate the effectiveness of graphical displays for communicating risk. Third, we summarize how graphical displays of risk affect risk perception, most notably risk magnitude. To narrow the focus, we review studies that experimentally tested how the addition of graphical displays to numerical or verbal text affected risk perception and other outcomes (e.g., intentions) or that used focus groups or one-on-one interviews to evaluate graphical displays of risk. Then, on the basis of findings in visual and graphical perception, we highlight issues to be considered when designing graphical displays to communicate risk. Last, we provide recommendations to advance the state of the art in visually communicating risk.
HOW VISUAL DISPLAYS CAN ENHANCE THE COMMUNICATION OF RISK
Visual displays (e.g., graphics) have desirable properties that can enhance the understanding of (numerical) risk. We propose that graphics possess at least three desirable properties for communicating risk. 1 First, graphics reveal data patterns that may go undetected otherwise (14) (15) (16) (17) . For example, line graphs are excellent for conveying trends in data (17) (18) (19) (20) , whereas pie charts and divided bar graphs are the best choice for depicting proportions (18, (21) (22) (23) . Second, specific graph types may evoke automatically specific mathematical operations (21, 22) . People use graphical schemas to assist in viewing and interpreting the numerical information depicted in graphs (24, 25) . Given a particular task (e.g., comparing risks), certain graphs allow the observer to process more effectively information than when numbers are presented alone. Third, unlike numbers, graphs can attract and hold people's attention because they display information in concrete, visual terms. [For a review of how vividness effects may affect attentional processes, see (26, 27) .]
CRITERIA TO EVALUATE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF VISUAL DISPLAYS FOR COMMUNICATING RISK
What standards should be used to determine whether a visual display is useful for communicating risk? When possible, visual displays of risk should be evaluated on the basis of the following seven criteria suggested by Weinstein and Sandman (28) . Their criteria are 1) comprehension (do people understand the message and suggestions contained in the message?), 2) acceptance (do people agree with the interpretation and recommended action?),
3) dose-response consistency (do perceptions of risk and intentions vary according to the magnitude of the risk, such that increasing levels of risk are perceived as such within a hazard?), 4) hazard-response consistency (do people facing a hazard that is higher in risk perceive the risk as greater, show greater readiness to take action, or both than people exposed to a hazard of lower risk?), 5) uniformity (do people with the same exposure level interpret and react similarly to the information?), 6) audience evaluation (do people find the communication to be clear and helpful?), and 7) direction of communication errors (when interpretations and action plans depart from those intended, is it because people overreact and underreact?). In addition, if visuals affect risk perceptions by making a hazard easier to imagine, then measures that capture the ease of visualizing the risk(s) should be incorporated.
STUDIES EXAMINING THE VISUAL COMMUNICATION OF RISK
In this section, we review studies that used graphical displays to affect risk perceptions and other outcomes (e.g., intentions), focusing on risk ladders, stick or facial displays, line graphs, dots or marbles, pie charts, and histograms [see (29) for other examples]. Examples of these displays are illustrated in Fig. 1 .
To be useful, graphs must communicate different risk characteristics, such as 1) risk magnitude (i.e., how large or how small is the risk), 2) relative risk (i.e., comparing magnitude of two risks), 3) cumulative risk (i.e., observing trends over time), 4) uncertainty (e.g., estimating amount of variability and range of scores), and 5) interactions (e.g., synergy), among risk factors. We review how graphs have been used to communicate these characteristics, beginning with the use of risk ladders. Because of the rarity of studies testing visual aids to communicate risk and of differences in design and outcomes among studies that tested visuals to communicate risk, detailed summaries pertaining to each graphical format are nearly impossible to compile. Rather, an overall summary of the extant literature is provided after the review.
Risk Ladder and Related Formats
The risk ladder has been used most extensively to describe environmental hazards [e.g., radon or asbestos (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) ]. Typically, the risk ladder displays a range of risk magnitudes such that increasing risk is portrayed higher up on the ladder. Often, as a further aid, the risk in question is compared with other, perhaps more familiar, risks to encourage comprehension of small-probability events (30, (33) (34) (35) 38) . For example, the risk ladder used by Weinstein et al. (33) , and displayed in Fig. 2 , equates different radon levels with quantities of cigarettes smoked and the extra number of cancer deaths. Therefore, the risk ladder communicates both risk magnitude and relative risk. In addition, the ladder can include other information, such as an action standard (i.e., a level at which a hazard poses a threat to be acted on, e.g., 4 pCi/L) and advice specifying how to help interpret the risk and what action to take, if any (see Fig. 2 ).
Extensive experimental research testing the utility of the risk ladder has been performed by Weinstein and colleagues who examined the communication of asbestos and radon risk [(33,34,36,39) ; see (40) for summary report]. There also are focus group impressions of the risk ladder (41) . In a series of studies (33, 34, 36) , Weinstein and colleagues presented homeowners with brochures with hypothetical test results of radon and asbestos that used different formats. For example, formats varied with respect to 1) location of risk on the ladder (i.e., radon or asbestos risk was high or low on the ladder), 2) the addition of a comparative risk (i.e., smoking; see Fig. 2 ), whether an action standard or advice (e.g., how soon you should act to remove radon) was presented, 2 3) magnitudes of risks, and so forth. Although several outcomes were measured across studies (e.g., clarity or helpfulness of material and acceptance of action recommendations), we highlight two: perceptions of threat (composite measure of perceived risk, seriousness of level of risk, and concern and fear) and mitigation intentions (e.g., willingness to spend $1000 to reduce risk of radon or asbestos to 0; intention to take action).
There are four relevant findings. First, people's perceptions of threat were influenced by location of the risk on the ladder; people saw threat as greater at the top of the ladder. If the goal is to affect perceived risk, placing a risk closer to the top of ladder should increase people's perceived risk. Second, adding a risk ladder to a written action standard reduced perceived threat and mitigation intentions relative to the use of an action standard alone. Hence, if the goal is to lessen panic, a risk ladder may achieve this goal by allowing people to judge where they stand along a range of risk. People can compare other levels with their own. Third, the addition of a risk comparison (i.e., quantities of cigarettes smoked) did not affect perceived threat, mitigation intentions, or help people distinguish what is a high or low risk beyond that provided by an action standard or advice. However, adding a risk comparison made people feel that the information was more helpful and that they understood their risk better.
Thus, trying to improve people's understanding of unfamiliar risks by comparing them with familiar risks may not strengthen the relationship between a person's actual risk and responses to that risk, although people may view the inclusion of the information as useful. Fourth, as shown in Fig. 2 , having a risk ladder that includes risk probabilities (e.g., number of additional deaths because of radon or asbestos at different exposures), a risk comparison (i.e., cigarettes), an action standard (i.e., 4 pCi/L), and advice seems best to help people 1) distinguish between different risk levels for a single hazard, 2) develop appropriate mitigation intentions in accordance with their level of risk (i.e., people's intentions to pay for or take action to reduce a risk correspond with the actual level of risk such that mitigation intentions are greater at higher risks and vice versa), and 3) feel confident that they understand the risk.
In a study by Johnson and Slovic [(42) , study 2], college students were provided with information about the additional lifetime risk of getting cancer from a fictitious water contaminant presented as written text with or without a graph. The graph was a vertical line conveying cancer risk magnitudes of 0, 1 in 1000, to 1 in 100 at the bottom, middle, and top of the graph, respectively. Therefore, their risk ladder visually depicted a range of risks from low to high (0 to 1/100). The main outcomes were whether the addition of a graph affected how well people 1) noticed a range of risk estimates (e.g., are more apt to acknowledge that a risk can have different values ranging from low to high) assessed on a 4-point scale from seeing no risk to a great range of risk, 2) perceived trust in governmental agencies, and 3) perceived risk. Overall, the addition of a graph 1) increased the perceived range of risk (i.e., from no to great range) but did not affect perceived risk, and 2) decreased the perceived trustworthiness of the information. In addition, focus groups (study 3) reacted positively toward the visual portrayal of risk, claiming that the graph made the story clearer and more salient.
In sum, the risk ladder effectively helps people "anchor" a risk to upper-and lower-bound references points. Perceived risk is influenced by the location of risk perhaps more so than the actual numbers (34, 36) . The efficacy of the risk ladder (e.g., to promote behavior change, understand one's risk, etc.) can be enhanced by the addition of an action standard and advice relevant to different risk levels (33, 35, 37) . Action standards and advice may influence significantly whether any actions to advert the risk are taken (37) . However, questions about its use remain (40) . For example, should the scales be logarithmic versus linear? What should the range of risk values be?
Stick and Facial Figures
Stick and facial figures have been used most extensively to aid relative risk judgments. In in-depth analyses of visual displays of risk, Stone et al. (9) examined how well stick and other visuals (bar graph or asterisks) communicated low-probability events (e.g., tire blowouts and serious gum disease).
Three studies were performed. In study 1, participants were shown the risks of a tire blowout using standard or improved tires in which the risk was reduced by half (i.e., 30 versus 15 serious injuries per 5 000 000 drivers for standard and improved, respectively). The risks were presented numerically or with added stick figures depicting the number injured (e.g., 15 or 30). A similar presentation was made for a standard and improved toothpaste. In study 2, participants were randomly assigned to one of four conditions: 1) risk magnitude presented as numbers, 2) risk magnitude presented as numbers with stick figuresreplicating the two experimental conditions in study 1, 3) replacing stick figures with asterisks, or 4) replacing stick figures with a bar graph. In study 3, participants were presented with stick figures or human faces. In each study, the main outcome was willingness to pay for the product (i.e., improved tires or toothpaste).
Overall, participants were more willing to pay for an improved product when graphics (stick figures, asterisk, or bar graph) were added to the numerical presentation (studies 1 and 2, respectively). That is, participants became more risk averse with the addition of a graphical figure. Willingness to pay was not affected by the kind of displays examined in studies 2 and 3. In sum, the studies by Stone et al. suggest that graphical displays of comparative risk increase risk aversion relative to presenting numbers alone. However, visual displays did not produce greater risk aversion for higher-probability events [e.g., . 40 (43) ].
Stephenson and Witte (44) tested whether vivid facial displays can promote skin protective behaviors through fear appeals related to skin cancer. College students randomly received a text message alone or with accompanying visuals (e.g., pictures of people with advanced skin cancer)-how effective sun block was at reducing skin cancer was also manipulated. Participants in the latter condition expressed greater intent to take preventive measures to protect their skin, but there were no differences in perceptions of fear and threat (i.e., risk by severity interaction) between the text and the text with visuals. Thus, the use of high threat visuals may not enhance the effectiveness of fear appeals, as the literature on vividness effects would suggest [for reviews, see (26, 27) ], but behavioral intentions can be modified without necessarily evoking fear.
Stick and facial figures have also been used to illustrate how many women, out of a certain number, are expected to get breast cancer. Such displays have been used to show the relationship between breast cancer risk and age and the effects of tamoxifen and hormone replacement therapy. This approach assumes that showing relative frequencies will maximize women's understanding of (low magnitude) risks by focusing, for example, on the numerator (showing the number of women affected) versus the denominator (how many women in the background are not affected).
There is a lack of research testing the effectiveness of communicating breast cancer risk using stick figures or women's faces compared with other visuals. 3 Pilot data obtained from the Duke Risk Communication Laboratory suggest that women may not prefer the former mode of communicating risk. Participants were presented with 100 female figures on a 8 1 ⁄2 × 11 page. Figures with breast cancer had "X"s across them. Women thought the picture was too complex, or "busy," and did not like the idea of having women who were affected "X"ed out. However, results from the study by Stone et al. (9) discussed earlier would suggest that presenting breast cancer risk via the use of stick figures or faces versus numbers only would induce risk aversion, which may, in turn, increase the likelihood of breast cancer screening or genetic testing.
In sum, similar to other visuals (e.g., asterisks or histograms), stick figures and facial displays may affect perceived risk for smaller probabilities, leading people to be risk averse. Preliminary evidence suggests that people do not desire these displays to convey the risks and consequences of events like cancer. Thus, stick figures or facial displays may affect behavioral change despite the unappealing nature of the risk information.
Line Graphs
Line graphs are effective for communicating trends in data (17) (18) (19) (20) . Explicit tests of whether the addition of a line graph to numerical or written text improves people's understanding of risk over time (e.g., cumulative risk) are unavailable. However, Mazur and Hickman (45) tested how physicians', medical students', and patients' treatment preferences for a serious yet unidentified medical condition were influenced by three 5-year survival curves that differed with respect to the amount of area under the curve. Overall, unlike physicians and medical students, patients' treatment preferences were most influenced by the location of the immediate (year 0) and end point (year 5) data. Medical students' and physicians' treatment preference was also influenced by the shape of the curve pertaining to years 2 to 4.
Dots and Related Formats
A few experimental studies have tested the efficacy of using a field of dots to communicate different probabilities of disease. 4 Kaplan et al. (46) informed 240 college undergraduates of one of three probabilities of having a negative reaction (i.e., nerve damage) to a flu vaccine (Guillian-Barré syndrome). The probabilities were 1/1000, 1/10 000, and 1/100 000. Half the participants were provided with a probability only; the other half were provided with a visual display of dots representing one of the three risks. Visually, those who reviewed a risk of 1/1000 saw 1/10th of a page covered with 1000 dots, those who reviewed a risk of 1/10 000 saw a page covered with 10 000 dots, and those who reviewed a risk of 1/100 000 saw 10 pages covered with 10 000 dots per page. Participants were asked how likely they were to get vaccinated. Regardless of the probability of side effects, the visual display increased the likelihood that participants would take the vaccine.
Weinstein et al. (47) performed an extension and attempted to replicate the results of Kaplan et al. In study 1, college students were presented with two decisions. The first decision was whether to get vaccinated against the flu given the risk of possible nerve damage-thus replicating the influenza scenario of Kaplan et al. The second decision was whether to move out of a dormitory to avoid the risk of minor nerve damage from improperly applied pesticides. Two levels of risk for side effects were used: 1 in 50 or 1 in 10 000. These risks were presented as odds, odds plus a grid of dots to represent the denominator of the odds ratio (i.e., total population), and a condition whereby an "X" was included among the dots to represent the numerator (the number affected) of the odds ratio (see, for example, Fig. 1, d ). In addition, to more powerfully test whether participants are more influenced by the numerator or denominator of the odds ratio, a third condition was added involving a risk of 200 in 10 000, represented using each of the three formats described above. Format did not affect intentions or perceived threat. In study 2, four formats illustrating the risk of having a side effect from a flu vaccine (1 in 10 000) were used: 1) odds only; 2) odds plus a grid of 10 000 dots; 3) odds plus a grid of 10 000 dots plus a single dot on a separate page; and 4) a format identical to format 2, except that the dilemma, format, and questionnaire assessing risk and intention to act were presented one page at a time. Format did not affect intention; however, format 3 elicited more perceived threat than format 4. Overall, in neither study did any visual display differentially affect threat perception and intention compared with the odds-only format.
Similar to dots, marbles have been used to convey the risk of getting breast cancer (see, for example, Fig. 1, e) . Baty et al. (48) presented women who had the BRCA1 mutation with the cumulative risk (i.e., aggregated risk over time) of getting breast cancer and ovarian cancer by age, using different colored marbles randomly distributed in a jar. These women also were presented with the cumulative risks of getting breast cancer and ovarian cancer for women without the mutation, again using marbles in a jar. Baty et al. reported that these displays helped several women understand the effects of carrier status on getting breast cancer and ovarian cancer. However, they pointed out that some women may be disturbed by this presentational style, in comparison with tabular information.
Pie Charts
Pie charts are effective for conveying proportions (18, (21) (22) (23) . Fig. 3 shows a visual developed by the National Cancer Institute that depicts the risk of getting lung cancer as a function of smoking and radon exposure (49) . 5 Several participants in focus groups found the visual confusing, because they lacked knowledge about radon. In addition, although participants understood that the graph showed several risk factors linked to smoking and that smoking was a greater risk than radon exposure, some felt it was too complex (i.e., its main idea was not clear). Furthermore, a study by Hampson et al. (50) showed that the use of three pie charts failed to help communicate the synergistic (i.e., interactive) effects of smoking and radon exposure on lung cancer risk. Participants were shown a slice of a pie, specifying the total risk of getting lung cancer from radon exposure and smoking, that was greater than the sum of the pie slices for each risk factor displayed separately. These results suggest that 1) relatively straightforward visuals are easily misinterpreted and 2) visuals should be accompanied by brief captions that state the take-home message(s), especially for unfamiliar risks.
Devousges and colleagues (31, 41) used focus groups to pilot test the effectiveness of using several pie charts-which they called probability or risk circles-to portray environmental risks. Participants were presented with two probability circles. One portrayed the risk of exposure to an environmental hazard, and the second portrayed the risk that exposure would produce detrimental effects (see top two circles in Fig. 4 ). Therefore, participants had to first imagine being exposed to an environmental hazard (i.e., landing on the pie slice that represented being exposed) and then similarly imagining the risks of harm if exposed. Through group discussions, participants expressed their difficulties understanding 1) how the shaded part of the pie conveyed chance (i.e., risk) and 2) exposure and effect as separate events or effect being contingent on first being exposed. Consequently, a third pie chart was added that displayed combined risk (i.e., exposure and effect; see bottom of Fig. 4 ). This third pie chart aided their understanding of the distinct probabilities. Therefore, a pie chart showing joint probabilities is more effective than two pie charts, each showing single-risk probabilities.
Histograms
Histograms have been used to convey smoking-related diseases in cessation manuals, such as the American Cancer Society's Pathways to Freedom: Winning the War Against Tobacco. This cessation manual portrayed the leading causes of death for African-Americans (i.e., homicide, car crashes, smoking-related diseases, drug abuse, and acquired immunodeficiency syndrome) in a histogram. Pilot testing of this graph at the Duke Risk Communication Lab showed that all participants understood that smoking was the leading cause of death for AfricanAmericans and were quite alarmed by this fact.
The National Cancer Institute (49) used focus groups to test reactions toward a histogram to convey breast cancer risk (see Fig. 5 ). The histogram plotted the number of cases of breast cancer for different age categories (e.g., 40-49 years, etc.). Overall, the histogram was well received and understood. Women appreciated the gray shading to highlight the age groups at greatest risk. However, some participants were disturbed by the numbers and questioned their validity (e.g., why were the statistics of the number of women affected by breast cancer not more up to date?).
Although the research linking histograms with perceptions of risk is sparse, it appears that people readily understand and find histograms helpful and that they may induce risk aversion compared with numbers alone (9) . Whether risk perception is more affected by numerical risks or the height of the bars (33) remains to be tested-this can be determined by showing risk data using other graphical formats as well as the histogram. 
Miscellaneous Visuals
A few studies have assessed how variability in data (i.e., distribution of data points) is perceived. Although these data do not address risk perceptions per se, they provide some insights into how people respond to variability in data. We review these few studies below.
Lathrop (51) replicated and extended research by Hoffstatter [cited in (51) ], who found that, when people were asked to judge the variability associated with a bundle of sticks, they appeared to weigh the standard deviation by the reciprocal of the mean. That is, as values increase, perceived variability decreases. Lathrop showed cards depicting a set of lines to subjects and varied the order of presentation. Some cards had lines that alternated radically between long and short, whereas others did not. He found that the sequencing of the lines affected variability estimates, even when subjects were told to ignore the sequence. These results suggest that, if risk data are presented visually in different sequences, they may affect perceived variability, which can subsequently affect subjective probabilities and how these probabilities are combined (e.g., greater variability may lead to inflated probability estimates).
Legge et al. (52) examined how observers detect differences in variances between pairs of datasets sampled from Gaussian distributions. These data were displayed in three formats: tables, scatterplots, and luminance-coded displays. Performance was best for scatterplots and worst for tables.
Ibrekk and Morgan (53) examined how educated and semitechnical participants used nine visual formats showing quantitative distributions. The nine displays included an error bar, pie charts, histograms, conventional probability density plots, Tukey Box, and a cumulative probability plot. For the first of a two-part questionnaire study, the displays depicted meteorological information about snowfall. Participants were shown the nine displays and asked to indicate for each display 1) the best estimate of how much snow would fall, 2) the chance that more than 2 inches of snow would fall, and 3) the chance that the amount of snowfall would be between 2 and 12 inches. In part 2, participants were presented with these displays and asked similar questions to predict amount of water depth from a flood. In part 2, the questionnaire also contained a series of nontechnical explanations of the meaning and use of each of the displays in the context of predicting water depth from a flood.
When the task was to convey a single best estimate (e.g., amount of snowfall), graphs that explicitly portrayed the mean produced the most accurate responses (i.e., error bar and modified box plot; see Fig. 6, a and b) . When the task was to estimate the probability that a quantity exceeded a certain amount (e.g., probability of snowfall greater than 2 inches) or fell within certain amounts (e.g., probability of more than 2 inches but less than 12 inches of snow), performance was best for estimating probabilities using a plot with a cumulative distribution function (CDF) (see Fig. 6 , c) after explaining how it should be used-the pie chart was superior to the CDF but only before explanation. Ibrekk and Morgan (53) speculated that the combined use of cumulative probability and density plots would be most effective for communicating uncertain quantities (see Fig. 7 ), although this idea has not been explicitly tested.
SUMMARY OF VISUAL DISPLAYS OF COMMUNICATING RISK
Despite the urging of several risk communication researchers [e.g., (1, 54, 55) ], little research has tested the efficacy of visual formats for communicating risk per se. In this section, we summarize the research of the studies reviewed above.
Visuals May Help
Most risk information is portrayed as numbers alone (e.g., in tables) or as numbers with narrative translations. Visuals are assumed to help individuals understand and summarize risk in- Fig. 6 . Graphics that effectively convey point estimates and uncertainty data. A) error bar and B) modified box plot were most effective for communicating a single estimate (e.g., mean estimate of amount of snowfall), as indicated by the dot on the line. C) The cumulative probability plot was most effective for communicating the probability that an amount would exceed or be between certain values. Reprinted with permission from Risk Analysis (53).
formation. Most, but not all [e.g., (47) ], of the preliminary experimental evidence suggests that combining visuals with numerical and written information does affect several outcomes, such as the perceived helpfulness of the information, perceived risk (e.g., threat), mitigation intentions, and trust in government officials (9, (35) (36) (37) 39, 42, 46) . The tentative conclusion that visuals are useful for communicating risk is based on limited experimental studies that involved different hazards (e.g., radon or asbestos, product risks), risk magnitudes, type of risk being communicated (i.e., absolute versus relative risk), format of communicating risk (e.g., risk ladder, stick figures, or dots), and outcomes.
Despite Their Popularity, Experimental Tests of the Effectiveness of Visuals Are Few
The mass media (e.g., newspapers) and health communication researchers often use graphics to communicate risk, assuming that these displays will improve the public's understanding of risk and act accordingly. There is still little experimental research testing whether the lay public's perceptions and understanding of risk vary by graphical format and whether the addition of graphical displays improves comprehension significantly beyond numerical or narrative translations of risk and, if so, by how much.
Research Is Largely Atheoretical
With few exceptions (9, 31, (33) (34) (35) 39) , most research using graphs and other visuals specifically to communicate risk has been atheoretical. It is not clear why particular graphs or visuals are chosen. For research in this area to advance, the application of theory and findings from other fields (e.g., visual perceptions and psychophysics, human factors, or visual persuasion) may be useful. Nonetheless, hypotheses have been put forth with respect to 1) how stick and other visuals may induce risk aversion (e.g., willingness to pay) when added to numerical risk information (9); 2) how the placement of risk information on a risk ladder affects perceived risk and intentions (33, 36, 37) ; 3) how an action standard and advice, when added to a risk ladder, affect perceived risk, understanding, intentions, and behaviors (34-37); and 4) how visually distinguishing the numerator from the denominator of an odds ratio affects perceived risk and intentions when added to numerical information (46, 47) .
Overall, it is still unclear why the addition of a visual display to numerical risk information would induce greater risk aversion (9) . Similarly, results are inconclusive whether visually emphasizing the numerator and denominator of an odds ratio (e.g. showing "X"s to represent number affected versus dots to represent total population) affects perceived risk and intentions. People are sensitive to placement of risks on the risk ladder. Furthermore, as discussed previously, adding an action standard and advice affects perceived risk, intentions, and possibly behavior. Nonetheless, a comprehensive theoretical model linking visuals to risk communication that can incorporate these findings is needed.
Impact of Task Is Ignored
The use of particular visuals has not been linked explicitly to specific risk communication tasks. The most extensive research examining the effectiveness of visuals has examined the use of the risk ladder and the testing of stick and facial figures, primarily for the communication of absolute and relative risks. What is known is that 1) risk ladders are effective at conveying magnitude and range of risk, based on the positioning of the hazard(s) on the ladder; 2) stick figures, faces, asterisks, and histograms are roughly equivalent in their ability to induce risk aversion when added to numbers, although it is unclear whether people's understanding of relative risk is improved comparing visuals displays with numbers only (9); and 3) people have difficulty understanding low-probability events, even with the aid of visuals.
Research that examines which graphics and visuals are best matched to particular risk communication tasks is needed. The graphical perception literature shows that certain graphs are well suited for particular tasks (e.g., evaluating trends in risk over time, judging proportions, etc.). We discuss this research and its applications to risk communication in a later section.
Few Visuals Are Known to Be Effective at Communicating Uncertainty
While a few attempts have been made to visually communicate the quantitative uncertainties of environmental health risks, we have yet to begin testing visuals for communicating uncertainties about cancer risk per se. What is known is that placing the upper and lower bound of risk on a vertical scale, akin to a risk ladder, helps people understand that the risk of an adverse outcome can take on high and low values (i.e., see a range of risk) and that scatterplots are effective for conveying variability (i.e., dispersion) in data. In addition, if a series of data is presented whereby the ordering of the magnitudes differs substantially (e.g., have an alternating sequence of presenting low and high risk), people's perceptions of variability and perhaps risk may be affected. However, it is not clear how perceived variability would affect perceived risk. For example, if variability is perceived as uncertainty or instability, people may perceive the information as less trustworthy and consequently be less inclined to alter their risk perception and actions. If the goal is to communicate probabilities for a range of outcomes (e.g., probability that we will get rain in the amount of 1 to 4 inches), the combined cumulative and probability density plots suggested by Ibrekk and Morgan [(53); see Fig. 7 ] might prove useful after explaining to people how to use them.
Few Standards Used to Evaluate Visual Representations of Risk
To date, visuals have been evaluated on the basis of their ability to affect primarily people's perceptions of risk magnitude and relative risk and intentions to modify risk-related behaviors (e.g., test for radon). Little is known about how visuals affect other outcomes as part of the risk communication processes, as discussed in the section on criteria used to evaluate the effectiveness of visual displays to communicate risk. The work by Weinstein and colleagues (33, 34, 36) , pertaining to communicating risks of exposure to radon or asbestos, ideally exemplifies the explicit use of these criteria.
Adding Reference Points to Graphs Affect Risk Perceptions and Intentions
Graphs that contain a reference point (e.g., action standard, colors that highlight level of risk, or arrow showing high risk) to indicate level of hazard threat (i.e., low, moderate, or high risk) affect risk perceptions, intentions, and possibly behaviors (33) (34) (35) 37) . When possible, graphs should contain a reference point indicating when a hazard reaches a level requiring action (i.e., an action standard) along with advice about what action to take at that level. Information also should be included about how to interpret risk below and above the action standard and what, if any, appropriate action is needed at these levels. Indeed, it is relatively easy to incorporate a reference point and some descriptions into some graphs, and different graphical formats make it easier to compare a particular quantity with a reference point (56) .
GUIDELINES FOR MAXIMIZING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF GRAPHS
In the previous sections, we provided general conclusions about the use of graphical displays but provided no guidelines to maximize their effectiveness. In this section, we discuss seven guidelines pertinent to graphical depiction of risk data. [Readers interested in further guidelines for construction should consult Gillan et al. (57) 
.]
No single graphical format will perform optimally in all situations. Rather, the effectiveness of a display will be affected by several factors, such as 1) the display characteristics (e.g., use of colors, width of lines, or type and spacing of legends), 2) conditions of presentation (e.g., lighting or time pressure), 3) data complexity (e.g., number of data points or configuration of the display), 4) the task (i.e., purpose, for example, to assess trends), 5) user characteristics (e.g., cognitive styles), and 6) the criterion for choosing the display (e.g., speed of performance or accuracy) (19) . In our discussion, we assume that risk data can be plotted graphically similar to other data (e.g., finances, sports, or weather). Furthermore, we assume that what is known generally about graphical perception should apply specifically to the graphical depiction of risk data.
Avoid Areas or Volumes to Depict Quantities
People make errors when judging graphs. That is, people overestimate or underestimate quantities compared with their true values. These biases may be because of optical illusions [e.g., Poggendorf illusion (58)], distortion in memory (e.g., remembering more symmetry than exists [see (59) for review]), or perceptual limitations in estimating the magnitudes of certain kinds of stimuli (e.g., area and volume). The key point is that graph designers should avoid using graphical elements that lead to perceptual biases. We briefly review a few biases that are relevant to presenting risk data.
Individuals show biases in estimating physical magnitudes of objects. According to Stevens and Gallanter (60) and Stevens (61) , the relationship between perceived and actual magnitude is described by the power function p(x) ‫ס‬ cx ␤ , in which p(x) is the perceived magnitude of the object, c is a constant, x is the actual magnitude, and ␤ is an exponent. When the exponent is 1, there is no bias in the perceived magnitude; when the exponent is greater than 1, each incremental increase in the physical magnitude results in greater and greater estimates of perceived magnitude, producing a positively accelerated function (i.e., response expansion). When the exponent is less than 1, each incremental increase in physical magnitude results in smaller and smaller increases in perceived magnitude, producing a negatively accelerated function (response compression). In particular, response compression has been shown for estimates of areas and volume (dimensions often used to code variables in graphs), so that large areas and volume are underestimated. In contrast, lengths are usually perceived without bias. Illustrations of these biases are depicted in Fig. 8 .
In addition, the biases described by Stevens's law appear to affect more complex judgments when multiple quantities are used, such as judgments of proportion (i.e., what proportion is A of B?). When using graphs depicting proportions (e.g., pie charts or stacked bar graphs), people show a cyclical bias pattern, such that proportions of 0-.25 and .50-.75 are overestimated and proportions of .25-.50 and .75-1 are underestimated [see Fig. 8 , B-D, and (56, 62) for review]. This bias can be reduced by adding reference points, such as tick marks, to the graph. For example, as shown in Fig. 8 , D, placing a tick at 0, 90, 180, and 270 degrees of a pie chart has been shown to reduce errors in estimating proportions (56) . Therefore, researchers who wish to illustrate proportional judgment of risk (e.g., proportion of breast cancer relative to all cancers) may reduce error by adding reference points to a pie chart. In sum, making errors in relative judgment can be reduced by 1) avoiding the use of stimuli whose Stevens's exponents differ from 1, and 2) increasing the use of reference points (e.g., tick marks) in the graph.
Consider the Task
What are graph readers being asked to do with the information depicted in the graph-to read the exact value of a risk estimate, compare the value of two risks, assess trends, or judge proportions? Consistent with Sparrow's (63) notion of task or display compatibility, a display should provide the relevant information such that it minimizes the amount of computational effort and transformations needed to perform these tasks.
To assist in this endeavor, Carswell (64) devised a taxonomy, incorporating the following four basic graphical tasks: 1) point reading, 2) local comparisons, 3) global comparisons, and 4) synthesis. In point reading, the observer judges the value of a single graphical element (e.g., what is the value of risk expressed in a histogram?). In local comparisons, the observer compares two graphical elements (e.g., which person, A or B, has a higher risk of getting breast cancer?). For global comparisons, the ob-server compares quantities derived from other quantities shown in the graph (e.g., is person A's risk for breast cancer less than that of B's over two time periods?). For synthesis judgments, the observer needs to consider all data points to make a general, integrative judgment (e.g., is person A's risk of breast cancer increasing or decreasing over time?).
Carswell's taxonomy can be applied to consumer risk information. A consumer might wish to extract the following types of information: 1) risk magnitude (i.e., how large or small the risk is), 2) relative risk (i.e., comparing the magnitude of two risks), 3) cumulative risk (i.e., observing trends over time), 4) uncertainty (e.g., estimating amount of variability or range of scores), or 5) interactions (e.g., synergy) among risk factors. Applying Carswell's taxonomy, the estimation of risk magnitude would be an example of point reading. Comparison of two risk magnitudes would constitute local comparisons, whereas assessing cumulative risk, uncertainty, and interactions among risk factors would most likely constitute global comparisons and synthesis judgments. Of import, point reading and local comparisons can be considered fairly low level, focused tasks, whereas global comparisons and synthesis judgments involve integrating several pieces of information (e.g., how variables are related) to see the "big picture." Some graphical displays are better suited for focused rather than integrated tasks, and we discuss these below.
When the task is to communicate a precise risk magnitude (i.e., point reading) or to compare two risks (i.e., local comparisons), two fairly low level focused tasks, the graph designers should make use of the ranking of elementary perceptual tasks as proposed by Cleveland and McGill (16, 65) . According to Cleveland and McGill, individuals are least accurate at extracting information using 1) position along a common aligned scale (e.g., bar charts, histograms, or dot charts); 2) position on a common nonaligned scale (e.g., polygon displays with reference axes or scatterplots); 3) length (e.g., polygon displays without reference axes); 4) angle or slopes (e.g., pie charts, disks or meters); 5) area (circles or blobs); 6) volume, density, or color saturation (e.g., cubes); and 7) color hue (e.g., statistical maps with color coding). Therefore, if people are asked to evaluate the magnitude of a risk or asked to compare risks, line graphs, bar charts, histograms, and dot charts are likely to lead to greater accuracy in estimation than are other graphical formats. For example, the effectiveness of the risk ladder is probably because of its resemblance to a divided bar chart, which capitalizes on position along a common scale. If the task is to make proportional judgments of risk, a focused task that is served well using area to illustrate quantities, pie charts should be used (18, (21) (22) (23) . Nightingale roses also may be effective for proportion judgments. Like pie charts, Nightingale roses are circular and segmented; however, they differ from pie charts in one important way. In a pie chart, each segment shares a common radius but has a central angle that varies as a function of the data. In a Nightingale rose, each segment subtends the same central angle, but the length of the segment differs as the square root of the radius (66) as shown in Fig. 9 .
Overall, the ranking of elementary perceptual tasks by Cleveland and McGill (16, 65) serves us well for focused risk communication tasks (e.g., point reading, comparing two risk magnitudes along a common scale, etc.). However, their rankings do poorly for addressing integrative tasks that require seeing the "bigger picture" (64) . A model for visual display design, called the proximity compatibility principle, makes predictions about which task-graph combinations should be most effective for focused and integrative tasks (67) .
According to the proximity compatibility principle, there are two important components to consider: display proximity and processing proximity. Display proximity relates to how similar graphical elements are to each other. Graphical elements will be perceived as more similar to the extent that they are close together, share the same colors, use the same physical dimensions (e.g., length or height), or use the same code (e.g., both are digital or both are analog). Graphical elements that are viewed as similar and integrated have high display proximity. Processing proximity refers to whether two or more informational sources are used within the same task. Tasks that require integrating several pieces of information are said to require high processing proximity (e.g., estimate whether there is an increase or decrease in the slope of a scatterplot). Tasks that do not require the integration of several information sources are low in processing proximity (e.g., determine the value of a symbol in a graph). Hence, on the basis of these two dimensions, tasks that require high processing capacity (e.g., local comparison or synthesis tasks) should have high display proximity (e.g., integrate features of the graph to make them appear as one unit so that it is easier for the observer to use all the information, e.g., line graphs). Tasks that require low processing proximity (point reading or local comparisons) should have low display proximity (e.g., create graphs that highlight specific informational elements).
The proximity compatibility principle is in agreement with Cleveland and McGill's ranking system for focused tasks. However, the proximity compatibility principle makes different predictions than Cleveland and McGill's ranking system for integrative tasks, because these tasks are best preformed with integrated displays that often use area and volume to communicate quantities. Hence, for integrative risk communication tasks (e.g., global comparison or syntheses tasks), it is best to use displays that 1) highlight emergent features of the display, such as symmetry, area, and linearity, and 2) increase the spatial proximity among elements. For example, tasks that require seeing changes in several variables at once may benefit from facial displays in which different facial characteristics (e.g., eyes or mouth) convey different levels of multivariate data [e.g., Chernoff face displays (68) (69) (70) ; see Fig. 1, c, bottom row) . Thus, facial displays may be useful for displaying synergy among risk factors, where specific features can be used to designate type and level of risks. In addition, integrative tasks are served well by such formats as line graphs (71) . Line graphs should be used when the main tasks are to assess trends in risk over time or to view the interaction between variables.
Minimize Number of Mental Operations
When a graph reader reviews a graph, he or she will perform a sequence of perceptual operations, cognitive operations, or both. A graph designer should select the graph and arrangement of information to reduce the number of operations performed. Several researchers have proposed models of mental operations for graph reading-a detailed review of this literature is beyond the scope of this paper [see (18, 21, 22, 25, 64, (72) (73) (74) (75) (76) ]. For example, Hollands and Spence (18) found that trends are best analyzed with line graphs than with a series of pie charts. When estimating trends with line graphs, people can use a slope estimation procedure; with pie charts, they must perform multiple size discriminations between pie slices. However, when estimating proportions, a person performs a ratio estimation task with pie charts, but must perform multiple summation operations before estimating the ratio with line graphs. In addition to preattentive perceptual processes [e.g., detection, discrimination, and identification (77) ], ratio and summation operations are likely to be common mental operations. In sum, reducing the number of operations will help reduce errors in judgment and in the time needed to perform the task.
Data-Ink Ratio
According to Tufte (14) , the amount of ink used to display features other than data should be kept at a minimum. For example, Fig. 10 shows a low data-ink ratio-there is more ink devoted to background and other variables than to the data. In agreement with the recommendations by Tufte (14) , Gillan and Richman (78) found that participants had faster response times and were more accurate when the data-ink ratio was high than when it was low. In addition, integrated tasks (e.g., global comparisons or synthesis judgments) appear to be more affected by the data-ink ratio than are focused tasks (e.g., selecting the value of a data point). These results suggest that graphs depicting risk data should avoid background or elements that divert attention away from the data (e.g., illustrating the health risks associated with smoking and having a house in the background as shown in Fig. 3 ). This need to highlight the most relevant data is in keeping with Tufte's other recommendations that are to 1) erase nondata ink, within reason; 2) erase redundant data-ink, within reason; and 3) maximize data density and the size of the data matrix (i.e., how many data points), within reason.
Use of Multiple Graphs
Thus far, our discussion has centered on the construction of single graphs. However, at times, sets of related data must be communicated-when there are several outcomes affected by a single factor (e.g., how smoking affects lung cancer, heart disease, stroke, etc.). In these situations, the graph designer must focus on the relationship between successively viewed graphs, in addition to optimizing the format for each graph. Keep in mind the following three issues:
• Highlight differences. Help the observer see the changes or differences from graph to graph in the legends or symbols. For example, if different outcomes (y-axis) are presented as a function of the same factor (x-axis), the designer should highlight the label related to the outcomes. • Use distinctive legends. Legends of similar graphs should highlight their distinctive features.
• Be consistent. When plotting the same data in different ways or plotting different data as a function of the same variables, keep elements of the graphs (e.g., colors and legends) consistent. For example, if a variable is highlighted with a particular color in one graph, the same color should be used to depict that variable in another graph.
In addition to the above guidelines, the graph designer should consider at least two additional issues.
Problem of Communicating Small-Probability Events Visually
Although people may have an intuitive understanding of everyday probabilities (e.g., .50), they may fail to comprehend the magnitude of small-probability events (e.g., .0003). One solution is to change probabilities into frequencies (e.g., 3 out of 10 000). Frequency information conforms more readily to people's intuitive assessment of probabilistic occurrences in nature [see (79) for review].
Moreover, given that most risk events that threaten our lives have a low probability of occurrence during any particular month or year, it may be more meaningful to communicate aggregate (i.e. cumulative) risk over time (80) . For example, whereas the chance of being injured in an automobile accident is roughly about 1 in 10 000 each time a person drives, the chance of being injured at least once during a lifetime of driving is about 1 in 3 (7).
Audience
Knowing the characteristics of the audience is vital to the success of risk communication efforts (81) . A critical question is whether the audience can comprehend the communication [e.g., reading level or preferred method of communication (81, 82) ]. In this respect, two variables may be potentially important: familiarity and experience with graphical displays and how facile people are with mathematical operations and concepts [i.e., numeracy (11) (12) (13) ].
The ability to decipher and comprehend graphs may differ as a function of a person's greater familiarity and working experience with a display. Although performance with graphs and other visuals should improve with experience and some studies (19, 53) support this, other studies (16, 65) show that technical training has no effect on the audience's performance using graphs. Until further research clarifies these relationships further, decisions to use a specific graph to communicate risk should not be based largely on the audience's familiarity with the graph, but more by how well the graph is suited to the task.
In addition, numeracy has been shown to affect risk perceptions. For example, less numerate individuals overestimate personal risks of dying of breast cancer and are less able to accurately gauge the magnitude of risk reduction from mammograms than do more numerate individuals (11, 13) . Less numerate individuals may stand to benefit more from the visual communication of risk magnitudes and uncertainties than more numerate individuals. However, empirical tests of such effects have yet to be conducted.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The visual communication of cancer risk is still in its infancy. In this section, we suggest areas of research that should aid our understanding of these processes.
Conduct Research Linking Graphical Perception to Risk Perception
Research on graphical perception has identified basic graphical forms that should be ideally suited to convey risk information. This research would first identify how basic graphical forms affect risk perceptions along such dimensions as magnitude and accuracy of risk. For example, does varying the size of pie charts and their constituent parts (e.g., number and size of slices) affect perceived risk? This work would capitalize on and integrate findings in the disciplines of psychophysics and graphical perception. Subsequent research could identify how varying graphical elements such as type of numbers (e.g., percents versus frequencies), labels, color, and so forth influences perceived risk.
Determine Effects of Preference for and Experience With Displays on Risk
This information may prove useful when tailoring risk messages to a particular person or audience [(83) ; see also Rimer and Glassman (84) , in this monograph]. Ideally, individuals should prefer graphical formats that are consistent with the computational algorithm (e.g., judging magnitude or proportion) suited to a particular graph or visual. People should prefer graphical and visual displays that are consistent with their schemas of what a particular graph or visual is supposed to do.
Establish How Graphs Affect Perceived Severity and Risk
Hazards are often examined with respect to two main components: the nature of the adverse event (i.e., severity, e.g., number of lives lost) and the probabilities that adverse consequences will occur (85) . Therefore, it is important to determine how the visual will affect the perceived severity, the probabilities, or both. For example, graphs that appeal to our emotions and arouse thoughts and feelings related to experienced or imagined negative events may initially and most powerfully affect perceived severity. In turn, severity may affect perceived risk by increasing the ease with which negative events are imagined to occur (86) .
If the aim of the risk communication is to persuade and initiate behavior change, then it will become important, from a theoretical perspective, to disentangle these effects. For example, several models of health behavior suggest that behavioral change can be predicted by a severity-by-risk interaction, such that hazards that are both severe and highly probable should instigate greater behavior change than hazards that are not very severe and highly probable or very severe and not highly probable [see (87) for review].
Establish How Risk Characteristics Interact With Visual Displays to Affect Risk Perceptions
Research using the psychometric paradigm has examined several characteristics of perceived risk, such as whether the risk is voluntary or involuntary, chronic or catastrophic, common or dreaded, injurious or fatal, controllable or not controllable, and old or new [see (88) for review]. Perception of risk is greater for those events in which adverse risks are dreaded, uncontrollable, catastrophic, fatal, and that affect future generations. In what ways might these characteristics of risk interact with graphical displays? Perhaps graphs that display such risks might receive more detailed scrutiny (i.e., are more salient), changing the kinds of mental operations applied to the display. Do displays that communicate dreaded, uncontrollable, catastrophic, or fatal risks engender greater imagery and then affect the risk depicted in a graph?
Determine the Range of Probabilities Conveyed Most Effectively
Are graphical displays most effective for communicating small probabilities, or are they effective at communicating risk at all ranges (i.e., probabilities from 0-1)? For example, the work by Stone et al. (43) revealed that visual displays affected how risk-averse participants were via willingness to pay for products using small but not larger probabilities. This study suggests that graphical displays may be powerful aids for conveying the risk of an unlikely event, and people may prefer to have a graphical display in those contexts.
Determine Which Visuals Are Most Effective to Communicate Cancer Risk Uncertainty
We have yet to begin researching how providing visual displays of cancer risk per se affects risk perception, decisionmaking processes, and, ultimately, behavior. For example, does the addition of a visual display increase or decrease the credibility of the information? Are people less likely to take action when uncertainty information is provided in a graphical format compared with when it is not? Given the various definitions and sources of uncertainty (89, 90) , this issue deserves more attention.
Use Standard Criteria
To better understand how the addition of graphs improves on other modes of communicating risk (e.g., narratives or numbers only), there is a need for standard evaluation criteria [e.g., those devised by Weinstein and Sandman (28) ]. Standard criteria would allow conclusions to be drawn across various studies.
Need Multidisciplinary Research
Given the multidimensionality of risk, collaborations between various disciplines and organizations are needed. Working collaboration between experts in human factors, psychology, sociology, psychophysics, graph perception, and the mass media is likely to lead to more integrative and novel approaches than research within a single discipline.
Provide Detailed Accounts of Materials Used to Communicate Risk Visually
In this endeavor, we hope editors will increase the number of graphical and other visuals that can be added to journal articles and book chapters. This increase should enhance tremendously the ability to make comparisons between graphical displays.
CONCLUSIONS
The graphical perception literature shows that certain graphs are well suited for specific tasks and provides insight into what to avoid (e.g., use of volume or area and low data-ink ratio). Admittedly, this extant literature has not been applied specifically for communicating cancer risk information and should be explored within this context. Indeed, there is a small but growing amount of experimental literature showing that graphs can affect perceived risk, intentions, and possibly behaviors. For example, the use of the risk ladder shows promise. It is now time for researchers of risk communication to step forward to advance the field of visual risk communication. We hope that this review provides insight into the issues that should be considered when visually displaying risk and spurs researchers to meet the challenges posed by the field of visual risk communication.
